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Teacher’s Summer Institute 2010 

Suzanne Turack 

Title  Does “Everything Go Better With Coke?” 

Subject area/Course This APL is for use in grade 9-12 Family Consumer Science Class- 

Food and Nutrition, Dinner is Served, or International Foods 

Investigative 

Question 

 

How can Coca–Cola be used in cooking foods (specifically BBQ 

sauce)? 

PA Teaching 

Standards 

Family and Consumer Science 
 11.3.12.C Food Science and Nutrition  
 
English 
1.4.8 Types of Writing 
 
English 

1.6.11 Speaking and Listening 

 

 

Objectives Students will be able to evaluate and change a recipe. 

Students will develop a question to ask for the oral history project.  

Students will be able to orally present information on recipes and 

opinions. 

Duration  One class period 

Materials Library of Congress homepage: 

http://www.loc.gov/index.html 

Coca-Cola history site: 

http://www.worldofcoca-cola.com/ 

Coca-Cola Archive: 

http://www.coca-colaconversations.com/ 

Coca-Cola main site: 

http://www.thecoca-colacompany.com/ 

All Easy Cooking Recipe Kitchen: 
http://www.nancyskitchen.com/coca_cola_recipes.htm 

The Food Network: 

http://www.loc.gov/index.html
http://www.worldofcoca-cola.com/
http://www.coca-colaconversations.com/
http://www.thecoca-colacompany.com/
http://www.nancyskitchen.com/coca_cola_recipes.htm
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http://www.foodnetwork.com/ 

Computers, internet, recipes, paper, Food Network list/photos, food 

videos, paper, pencils  

Inquiry-Based 

Learning  

The Inquiry-Based Learning Model (IBLM) with the following 

components will be used.  

                                                   
                                        

Ask – The teacher will ask, “What effects will there be in the end result 

of the use of carbonated beverages in BBQ sauce.” 

Investigate – Students will investigate what ingredient to substitute 

Coca Cola for and what changes might occur. 

 

Create- Students, in groups of four to six, will create a chart, containing 

four categories (ex. taste, texture, smell, nutritional value, etc) listing the 

changes they believe will happen. 

Discuss – The teacher and students will create questions about the use 
of Coca Cola in cooking that could be asked to a Food Network chef.  

Reflect – The students will give the answers as they believe the Food 
Network chef would reply.  

Description of 

procedures  

This lesson is part of a group of lessons that the students would 

be completing over a multiple week period.  Previously, the students 

would have been discussing parts of recipes and nutritional values of 

http://www.foodnetwork.com/
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ingredients.  The class would have viewed various cooking and cooking 

show videos in prior classes.  Also, the students will have already 

encountered what happens when you make changes to a recipe on 

purpose or accidentally.  At the conclusion of the lessons, the students’ 

cooking groups will choose and prepare a type of food containing Coca-

Cola.  

The teacher will show the students a recipe and review the parts 

of a recipe with them again.  The teacher will also show nutritional labels 

of a variety of products (ex. Coca Cola, BBQ sauce, cranberry juice, 

yogurt, pop tarts, etc.).  Using these items, the teacher will present a 

two-three minute collaborative activity.  The students will take the 

nutrition labels and match them with the names of the products listed 

around the room.  As a class they will orally check their answers through 

a discussion.  

 Using the BBQ sauce and the Coca Cola labels, the teacher will 

propose the following questions to the students. Using the Library of 

Congress 1963 slogan photo, “Everything Goes Better with Coke”, the 

teacher will ask “Does everything really go better with Coke?” , “How 

can Coca-Cola be used in cooking food?” and “What effects will there be 

in the use of carbonated beverages in BBQ sauce?”.  Writing down all 

ideas on the board, the students brainstorm answers. Together we will 

form a list of things they believe go better with Coke and ways to use it 

in cooking.  At this time, the teacher will show the students the other 

Library of Congress photos, a Coke bottle photo series, and photos of 
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people with food.  This section was comprised of the Ask and 

Investigate portions of my IBLM. This will conclude the first half of my 

class. 

This section comprises the Create component of my IBLM.   

Taking the answers to the question, “How can Coca Cola be used in 

food?,” students, in cooking groups of four to six, will create a chart 

containing four categories. These categories will include but are not 

limited to taste, texture, smell, and nutritional value. The Students will 

list the changes they believe will happen in the end result of the food 

being prepared.  They will specifically concentrate on using carbonated 

beverages in BBQ sauce.  The activity should take approximately fifteen 

minutes.  At the completion of the fifteen minutes, a student volunteer 

from each group will approach the front of the class. The student will 

orally present their group’s conclusions in about one minute’s time.   

This section shares the Discussion and Reflect components of 

the IBLM. The teacher will continue the discussion by repeating and 

reviewing the ideas that were generated by the presenting students.  

Showing the Library of Congress’s, three photo series of coke with a 

woman’s hand, the teacher will then ask the students if they think any of 

the Food Network chefs they have seen on television would come up 

with the same results.  The teacher will then remind the students of the 

Food Network television show “The Best Thing I Ever Ate.”  In this show, 

Chef’s from the network are asked the same question, “What’s the best 

__________ you ever ate?”  The teacher will inform the students that 
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they are going to be doing a mock interview with the chiefs of the Food 

Network.  The teacher will then instruct the students that they are going 

to individually construct one question that they would propose to each 

chief and then provide the answer the way they think the chef would 

give.  The teacher will then provide the students with the following 

example; “My oral history interview question to the chefs is, “What goes 

best with Coca-Cola?” Their responses might be:  

Bobby Flay’s reply –“A rack of baby back ribs, grilled corn on the 

cob and lemon twist pound cake.” 

 Duff, Ace of Cake. reply- “ Chocolate, raspberry cake with 

chocolate whipped icing.”    

The teacher will ask for any concerns form the students then let 

them proceed with the oral history interview activity.  The teacher will 

reveal a list /pictures of Food Network chefs on the board that the 

students will use to compose the oral history interview.   The teacher will 

circulate and observe the students as they progress through the 

assignment.  As the students individually complete the assessment, they 

turn it in to the teacher.  The teacher will inform the class of the next 

day’s activities. 

Assessments to this group of lessons would involve, student’s 

interview question and answers, group activity through observation, 

observation and oral questing of cooking of recipes and a quiz using a 

recipe to evaluate how the change would effect it.  Each student would 
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be able to earn a total of 100 points throughout the classes. 

Assessment Classroom observation. 

 The students will be assigned point for the following activities:   

*Oral history question and answer-10points- 1 point for the question, 1 

point for each response;  

*Class participation-5 points (did they answer any question, give a 

comment, etc.); 

*Change chart ( group activity)- 10 points-6 points completed part, 4 for 

class participation  
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Primary Sources: 

 

 


